SUPERCHARGE YOUR
HEALTH WITH
THE VISUM LIGHT
UPLEVEL YOUR WELLNESS TRAJECTORY
WITH RED AND NEAR INFRARED LIGHT THERAPY

SUPERCHARGE
YOUR LIFE WITH
LIGHT THERAPY
Living a healthy, vibrant, energetic life
full of joyous experiences and lasting
memories is a dream many of us share.
We look forward to being active,
pursuing hobbies, or traveling and
assume that we have all the time in the
world to check everything off our lists.
However, the inevitable shifts in our
health states can significantly affect that
dream. As we age, our energy levels,
flexibility, and mobility can decrease,
and the risks of chronic illness, including
heart disease and diabetes, increase.
Vitality-draining stressors, including
exposure to toxins and stealth
pathogens, combined with poor diet,
lack of exercise, and stress can send
your body into a downward spiral of
disease. So, what can you do to slow
down this degenerative process?
THE VISUM LIGHT:
RED AND NEAR-INFRARED LIGHT THERAPY

Shortcut for Energy Boost
Select Red and NIR, P6 Pattern,
default time of 10 minutes. Press
power and place the light directly
on the belly button.
Remove after 10 minutes or sooner
if you feel the energy shift.

HARNESS THE POWER
OF NEAR-INFRARED AND
RED LIGHT THERAPY
Transform your physical and emotional
well-being and shift your body into an
elevated health state with the Visum
Light!
MORE INFORMATION

Benefits of Near Infrared Therapy

Visible Red Light

Near-Infrared (NIR) light is barely visible to the eye
and is also the shortest infrared wavelength on the
electromagnetic spectrum. It falls in the spectrum
of 700 nm to 2500 nm.

Red light at a wavelength of 660 nm
penetrates tissue to a depth of around 8-10
mm (about 3/8′′), making it extremely
beneficial for treating problems close to the
skin's surface and particularly effective in
accelerating healing.

Research indicates that NIR penetrates deeply into
the body and can have a healing effect on our
individual cells.
Near-Infrared (NIR) Light Benefits
Increases cellular metabolism
Increases protein synthesis (including collagen)
Increases anti-oxidant activity (meaning the
cells detoxify)
Reduces inflammation and pain
Triggers growth and regeneration in the cells

Learn More
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5505738/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3926176/

Additional Red Light Therapy Benefits
Decreases burn healing time
Helps resolve chronic wounds
Prevents scar tissue formation
Targets trigger points for deeper healing
Red light — along with all the Visum Light's
colors — has been proven to be one of the
safest, most natural, drug-free, and noninvasive ways to promote healing, control
pain, increase circulation and accelerate
healing. We like to call it the "Great Energizer."

SCIENCE-BACKED
NON-INVASIVE LED
LIGHT THERAPY
The patent-pending Visum Light's approach
to light therapy is based on pioneers like
Roland T. Hunt and his 1971 book, "Seven
Keys to Color Healing." Hunt's work
explores the world of color healing and its
applications from the biomedical to the
psychological and metaphysical.
THE POWER OF LIGHT AND COLOR
Four established light colors (red, nearinfrared, blue, and green) make up most
light therapy research thus far. In addition
to having all of these wavelengths in one
convenient device, the Visum Light's
proactive approach takes things even
further by providing Polychromatic Light —
the use of more than one light therapy
color simultaneously.
Referred to as "additive colors," your body
receives the benefits of not just each
individual color but also the new color
created when the two base colors are
combined. Just like the color wheel we all
learned in school, red and blue light make
magenta light, red and green light make
yellow, and blue and green light make cyan
(also known as turquoise). When we
combine red, blue, and green light, we
receive white light. Any of these
combinations can include near-infrared
(NIR) light for deeper penetration beneath
the skin and additional healing benefits.

LEARN MORE

How is the Visum Light
different than other light
therapy devices?
Most light therapy devices that
offer pulsed light employ Nogier
Frequencies — a system
discovered and developed by
neurosurgeon and scientist Dr.
Paul Nogier in the 1970s. Through
experimentation, Nogier
identified the resonant
frequencies of healthy tissue.
These frequencies are based on
sound — another form of
vibration — and are harmonics of
the musical note D.
Though nearly imperceptible to
the ear, Nogier Frequencies can
profoundly affect our bodies at
the cellular level.
The Visum Light incorporates LED
light therapy and Nogier
frequencies into one powerful
handheld device to maximize the
beneficial whole-body effects of
vibrational healing. This truly
revolutionary, non-invasive device
can help transform your physical,
emotional, and spiritual wellbeing and shift your body into an
elevated health state with the
power of light.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR
ENERGY CHART
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Steps to Boost Your Energy
1. Select the color(s) setting – we suggest Red/NIR
2. Select the Frequency (F) – we suggest A: 292 Hz
3. Set the time to 2 minutes (adjust more or less based on individual results)
4. Apply the Visum Light to the following locations:
4a Vagus Nerve (Maintain color choice or switch to Blue and Green)
4b on the Belly Button and below (place the light in alignment with your center)
5. Add the Acu-Hood and apply the Visum Light to CV17, ST36, and Sp6 for 15-20 each (total of 5 acupoints as CV17
is only on the centerline)
6. Repeat as needed to maintain the level of energy you desire
To save steps: Set the time for 10 minutes and then move the Visum Light every 2 minutes.
For maximum impact: Use two Visum Lights in tandem.
*Apply the Visum Light to acupoints for 15-20 seconds at each location. These acupoints are selected
to boost your energy.

